FEEL SAFE, Wherever YOU ARE

Digital Innovations by Kerala Police Stall Biggest Attraction in Kerala Trade Fair at Chennai

Come Kerala Police stall at the Kerala Pavilion in the Kerala Trade Fair being held at YMCA auditorium, Vepery, Chennai, you can learn and experience a few useful life saving tips and live demonstrations on Women safety and various digital innovations of Kerala Police.

One of the most unique items is the demonstration of various spy cameras and the working and ways to detect spy cameras.

Women Self Defense techniques kiosk is the major attraction which offers hands on training to the viewers followed by a live demonstration to deal with threat situations like bag snatching, chain snatching, harassment in public places, sexual assault, knife attack, acid attack and the like. “ These techniques are so simple that women of any age and physical capacity can learn it with in minutes. These are developed based on natural body reflexes and very easy to learn which can be used at times of danger” said PS Rajasekharan, Deputy Director of Police Informations who is also the academic coordinator of the program. “ In Kerala, this year we will give it to more than five lakh women” he added.

Besides this various other digital innovations are also displayed. A mobile App ‘Raksha’ which provides handy information on all police activity, legal provisions and safe travel tips, telephone directory and facility for a few online services like payment of fines is another initiative can be downloaded from here. The biggest advantage of this App is the facility to find out nearest police station and speak to an SHO through GPS tracking which is of highly useful for travellers who visit the State. Free Booklets and brochures on safety tips are also available in the Stall
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